<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Natural Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td><strong>1</strong> Bristol County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensive salt marshes along Barrington and Warren Rivers. Small but significant alewife spawning ground. Good salt marsh in Scenic Upper Bay area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>2</strong> Kent County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exceptional forest area. Also estate with shoreline vista. Large Sequoia tree on private estate. Important salt marsh in Colt State Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coventry</td>
<td><strong>3</strong> Coventry County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwich</td>
<td><strong>4</strong> Greenwich County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warwick</td>
<td><strong>5</strong> Warwick County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Important alewife run and spawning grounds. Small offshore island containing fossils in rock outcrop. Important fishing and shellfishing area. Scenic mid bay area. Valuable wildlife marsh in heavy residential area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Greenwich</td>
<td><strong>6</strong> West Greenwich County</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large ledge outcrop with Indian rock shelter and rare plant. Series of stone steps along falls river creating waterfall.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**By County and Town**
R 70 Arcadia Black Spruce Bog
R 95 Fry Pond Bog
R 110 Rhode Island Desert
R 117 Carr Pond Rock Shelter
R 190 Stone Fireplaces
R 214 Hazard Road
R 217 New London Turnpike
R 222 Jonp's Campus Nature Preserve
R 224 Escoheag Cedar Swamp
R 226 Congdon Hill Road Boiling Spring
R 227 Congdon River Area
R 240 Fish Hill Road Orchid Site
R 236 Kelley Brook
R 231 Acid Factory Brook Wildflower Site

West Warwick

R 114 Moshantucket Brook Waterfall Area

Newport County

Jamestown

R 45 Fort Wetherill
R 83 Beavertail
R 113 Sulphur Spring
R 116 Great Creek Marshes
R 144 Fire Hill Pond Salt Marshes
R 203 Starfledite Crystal Site
R 204 West Ferry Natural Ground
R 230 Maxfield Boiling Spring
R 231 Poor Boiling Spring

Little Compton

R 12 Briggs Marsh
R 14 Quick's Pond
R 28 Shrewesbury
R 56 Little Compton Game Preserve
R 117 Sandpit Point
R 138 Tupper Pond.

Middletown

R 43 Puritan's Chasm
R 63 Alpox Woods
R 85 Hanging Rock Area
R 86 Paradise Rock
R 204 Peckham Lane Beach
R 221 Vaccini Marshes

Kent

R 40 Cliff Walk
R 74 Upton Drive

Small Black Spruce Bog with nearby hiking trails.
Large white cedar swamp, good bird habitat.
Slate and dune feature in unusual area.
Ledge outcrop with Indian rock shelter.
Unusual stone fireplaces along back woods of W. Greenwich.
Scenic gravel and unpaved road and colonial transportation route.
Heavily managed wildflower preserve.
Furnishing spring with extensive wetland.
Scenic location along Congdon River, old mill site.
Site for rare orchids.
Cedar swamp along Kelley Brook, scenic area.
Exceptional wildflower site in white pine stand.

Small scenic waterfall on Moshantucket Brook.

Scepic Coastal Rock Outcrops JV Bay Island.
Exposed rock on coast with vista, biologically valuable.
Small sulphur spring on east shore of Conanicut Island.
Extensive salt marshes and tidal creek.
Valuable salt marshes on mid bay Island.
Excellent site for unusual starfledite crystals.
Highly significant Indian burial ground.
Very active boiling spring, private water supply.
Active boiling springs in dense woodland.

A shallow salt pond periodically open to sea. Excellent bird habitat.
Large salt pond, very valuableyster spanning ground.
Site for unusually large oyster beds.
Large undeveloped oyster bed refuge. Portion is recreation area.
Shoreline rock outcrops and rock islands.
Small salt pond and beach.

Natural chasm in a conglomerate cliff.
Large stand of white hardwoods with beech predominating.
Large conglomerate outcrop with cliffs, unusual vegetation forms.
Large conglomerate outcrop with excellent vista.
Shoreline of large stones that rumble loudly during high surf.
Extensive federally owned salt marsh area.

Trail along rocky coast, large tourist attraction, vista points.
Scenic drive along rocky coast on southern end of Aquidneck Island.
NEW SHOREHAM

 preparing:
P 200 BEACON HILL
R 201 BLOCK ISLAND INDIAN BURIAL GROUND
R 202 BLOCK ISLAND MARSHES
R 213 CRYPTACEOUS FOSSIL SITE
R 219 BLOCK ISLAND BOILING SPRING

PORTSMOUTH

 prepares:
R 257 THE GLEN
R 30 GREEN ISLAND
R 64 LANTON VALLEY
R 74 PROVIDENCE ISLAND DEPT
R 75 WEYHERHAUSER MARSH
R 76 OAKLAND FAR-RHODODENDRON PATH
R 87 NORTH END PROVIDENCE ISLAND
R 120 COREY LAKE-FOSSIL SITE
R 208 BLACK POINT, PORTSMOUTH
R 240 "THE COVE" MARSHES
R 265 COMMON FENCE POINT MARSHES
R 250 PORTSMOUTH COAL MINE

TIVERTON

 publishes:
R 5 SEAPWET MARSH WILDLIFE PRESERVE
R 10 POGLAND MARSH
R 94 SUM AND FLESH BIRD MARSH
R 60 WILDCAT
R 61 EIGHT-ROD WAYS
R 116 FORT BARTON
R 197 RUGGER WILDLIFE REFUGE

PROVIDENCE! COUNTY *

WARREN

 prepares:
R 20 ROBINS NORTHERN AREA
R 77 SCREECH HILL BLOG
R 90 SOUTHEAST CORNER OF WALLUM LAKE
R 33 CLIMBER LAND AREA
R 34 CEDAR SWAMP BLOG BLOG
R 95 PAPER BIRD STAND
R 74 DRY EMBRACE BLOG
R 97 JACOBSON SCHOOLHOUSE ROAD BLOG
R 98 CLIMBER LAND AREA-SNAKE HILL ROAD
R 113 HARRIS POND MINERAL SITE
R 124 SHARK HILL LODGES
R 195 BASALT OUTFLOW
R 211 PENDON ME, TRAIL AREA
R 247 PULASKI CEDAR BLOG
R 264 REACH BLOG

CRASTON:

R 123 PHENIX AVENUE SOAPSTONE QUARRY

HIGH POINT OF ISLAND, EXCELLENT VISTA IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
LARGE INDIAN BURIAL GROUND IN RELATIVELY GOOD CONDITION.
SMALL BUT VALUABLE MARSHLAND ON ISLAND NOTED FOR BIRD LIFE.
ROCK OUTCROPS ON SHORELINE CONTAIN CRETACEOUS FOSSILS.
ACTIVE BOILING SPRING ON BLOCK ISLAND.

RAVINE WITH BROOK FLOWING THROUGH, GOOD FOREST AREA.
SMALL FIVE ACRE ISLAND, IMPORTANT BIRD HABITAT.
RAVINE IN SMALLE BEDS, BROOK WITH WATERFALL, MIXED FOREST.
LARGE HIGHLY FLORIDA SAND PLAIN. COMMANDING VIEW OF BAY.
SALT MARSH WITH BARRIER BEACH. GOOD BIRD HABITAT.
WELL DEVELOPED STAND OF BEECH TREES AND RHODODENDRON PATH.
LARGE UNDERDEVELOPED AREA POSSESSS WILLY SALT MARSHES.
SLATE OUTCROP ON SHORE WITH GOOD FOSSILS. ASBESTOS OUTCROP.
SCENIC COASTAL ROCK OUTCROP WITH VISTA OF SARONNET RIVER.
ENDANGERED SALT MARSHES IN LARGE SALT CAYE.
IMPORTANT MARSH ON WEST SIDE OF COMMON FENCE POINT.
SITE OF OLD COAL MINE ON WEST SIDE OF AQUIDNECK ISLAND.

EXTENSIVE SALT MARSH, HIGH VALUE AS SPawning GROUND AND WILDLIFE PRESERVE.
LARGE SALT MARSH, VERY VALUABLE SHELFISH SPawning AREA.
SMALL BROOK FLOW ROCKY RAVINE, SURROUNDING WOODLAND RICH.
AREA SUPPORTS ONLY RATTLE SNAKE POPULATION IN R.I. VERY REMOTE AREA.
VERY SCENIC COLONIAL TRANSPORTATION ROUTE AND TRAIL SYSTEM.
HISTORIC SITE WITH EXCEPTIONAL VIEW OF SARONNET RIVER.
SMALL BUT VALUABLE AUDUBON SALT MARSH.

EXTENSIVE AND WELL DEVELOPED BLACK SPRUCE / LARCH RING.
LARGE BDG. LARGE NUMBER OF DR-EO SPECIES AND OTHER VEGETATION.
SITE FOR UNUSUAL PLANT COMMUNITY ALONG SCENIC BROOK.
AREA IS SITE FOR THE RARE CLIMBER LAND.
BLACK SPRUCE/LARCH BDG. RELIC, OTHER UNUSUAL PLANTS AND ANIMALS.
FINE STAND OF WHITE PAPER BIRCH.
LARGE WHITE CEDAR SWAMP WITH RHODODENDRON AND BROOK.
SMALL BDG WITH LARGE NUMBER OF ORCHIDS.
SITE FOR UNUSUAL FERN.
RELATIVELY UNDISTURBED ROADSIDE MINERAL SITE.
LARGE IMPRESSIVE ROCK LEDGES WITH MAGNETITE CRYSTALS.
LARGE UNSUAL BASALT OUTCROP IN RESIDENTIAL AREA.
SITE FOR THE UNUSUAL OSTRICH FERN.
VALUABLE WETLAND ALONG CENTER ROAD IN STATE MANAGEMENT AREA.
HERNDON SWAMP ALONG SML BDG.

OLD INDIAN SOAPSTONE QUARRY, Vista. ACTINOLITE CRYSTALS.
1. 192 Furnace Hill Road Waterfall and Mill

**Cumberland**

- R 41 Diamond Hill Area
- R 42 Iron Mine Hill
- R 13 1 Uranium Site
- R 132 Danahite Site
- R 133 Sneeze Pond Area
- R 136 Beacon Pole Hill

**East Providence**

- R 15 Watchemoket Cove
- R 137 East Providence Reservoir
- R 139 Mystic Mill's Falls
- R 126 Bucklin Point
- R 243 Arcade Woods

**Foster**

- R 17 Sweet's Boiling Spring
- R 79 Honey Pit Swamp
- R 71 Rund Hill Road Area
- R 72 Young's Boiling Spring
- R 11 Hemlock Dome Area
- R 121 Isthmus Road
- R 127 Garbag Outcrop
- R 129 Podonssett Rock Shelter
- R 130 Snagcrank Hickory Stand
- R 191 Briggs Hay Area
- R 232 Hemlock Road
- R 236 Smag Wood
- R 242 Pain Bridge
- R 260 Dolly Colt Brook Marsh

**Gloucester**

- R 18 Dark Swamp
- R 18 Panish Islands
- R 72 Last Side of Smith and Sylas Reservoir
- R 126 Site of Brook Area
- R 44 Hemlock Ledges
- R 90 Maude Meadow
- R 57 Keek Pond Woodland
- R 91 Camp Water Spei Area
- R 99 Stripes Maple Stand
- R 130 Cranberry Bog
- R 101 Orchard Area
- R 102 Tower Woodland
- R 124 Podonssett Mounds
- R 100 Warden Smith Road Bog
- R 122 Shingle Mill Pond Brook
- R 123 Putnam Pine Ledge Areas
- R 125 Walkabout Trail
- R 216 Durfee Hill Road
- R 225 Durfee Hill Boiling Spring

**Brook and Waterfall Along Old Mill Site**

- Large bluff of vein quartz, many recreational use, many minerals,
- Large abandoned iron quarry operation, site of state rock,
- Site of several minerals including uranium ore,
- Roadcut for Rte. 134 contains Danahite crystals
- Old copper mine containing a variety of mineral types
- Site of many minerals, high hill along scenic road.

**Excellent Bird Habitat on Salt Cove in Upper Bay**

- Large many-reservoir with high wildlife value
- Whiter water stretch on ten mile river
- Site for Devonian fossils
- Dense white pine and hemlock woods.

**A Very Large, Active, Undisturbed, Natural Boiling Spring**

- Large black spruce sphagnum bog
- Site for unusual herbaceous vegetation
- Large and active natural boiling spring
- Intensive hemlock swamp with brook, also old stand of red pine
- Scenic gravel road along reservoir, ledges and coves
- Unusual garbag outcrop in old pasture
- Large Indian rock shelter
- Dense growth of snagcrank hickory trees
- Site for the uncommon ostrich fern
- Scenic gravel road in rural area
- Area contains relatively pure stand of tulip trees
- Small scenic woodland brook with hemlock
- Valuable wildlife marsh in scenic location

**Very Remote Whit Cedar Swamp with Rhododendron, Wildlife Habitat**

- Floating bog mats on large pond, unusual vegetation & wildlife
- Well-developed mesic forest, unique vegetation
- Site of rest stand of bigleaf maple in state
- Large rock outcroppings contain unique plants, unusual wildlife
- Remnants and wild areas, pure stand hemlocks, good wildlife bog
- Very mature and well-developed hemlock/mixed hardwoods
- Stand of unusually large hemlocks
- Site of unusual plant, the striped maple
- Small, productive cranberry bog
- Site for unusual orchids
- Small tract of mature hemlock
- Mysterious sod mounds or muts south of Podonssett Reservoir
- Scenic bog perch in valley area, rhodora, swamp azalea, bayberry
- Small but highly scenic brookside woodland
- Very extensive and remote woods and ledges, unusual vegetation
- Extensive trail system in large state park
- Scenic gravel road in rural area
- Excellent boiling spring in scenic hemlock wood setting.
R 229 FLAX ROCK ROAD AREA
R 246 DURFEE MILL GOLD MINE

JHONSTON

R 44 INDIAN SOAPSTONE QUARRY
R 77 SPAKE JEN AREA

LINCOLN

R 39 LIMELOCK AREA
R 50 LIMELOCK
R 106 CONWAY MARSHES
R 155 YOUNG'S BOG AREA
R 166 BLACKSTUMP CANAL
R 186 LINCOLN WOODS STATE PARK
R 188 FIVER ROAD GLACIAL SCRATCHES
R 229 SHERMAN AVE WOODS

NORTH SMITHFIELD

R 31 THE BLUNDER
R 40 MURDER PARK GORSE
R 153 SCYTHE STONE QUARY
R 154 COBBLE RIPE
R 216 QUANTZ AND BASALT DINE IN SANDSTONE
R 249 ALEX'S WHITE CEDAR SWAMP
R 265 KUONSOCET RESERVOIR SITE
R 266 SLAFFERSVILLE RESERVOIR AREA
R 299 CHERRY BROOK

PROVIDENCE

R 152 ROGER WILLIAMS PARK
R 175 THE GROTTO
R 218 BLACKSTONE PARK RAVINE

SCIUTTAW

R 21 HUNTINGHUSE BROOK AREA
R 32 INDIAN ROCK
R 104 BLACK SPRUCE SWAMP
R 144 NORTH BRANCH OF PANTHEEET RIVER
R 147 WILD GINGER SITE
R 148 QUINIPAUG SWAMP
R 149 FRIDOLP ROAD ROCK SHELTER
R 150 OSTRICH PERN SITE
R 263 GOLD SPRING BROOK

SMITHFIELD

R 35 LARGE WHITE OAK
R 103 WINDHAM ESLDGES
R 153 HIPSACHUK SWAMP ESKER
R 144 OLD FORGE AREA

LARGE GLACIAL ERRATIC IN SCENIC WOODLAND, UNUSUAL TREE SPECIES,
SIE OF OLD GOLD MINE AND OTHER MINERALS.

ROCK OUTCROP OF SOAPSTONE, INDIAN WORK SITE,
EXTENSIVE WOODLAND, WITH OPEN FAIRLAKE, LEDGES, TRAILS, MINERALS

SITE FOR VERY RARE PLANTS ALONG WITH OTHER UNUSUAL VEGETATION,
LIMESTONE DEPOSITS AND QUARRY OPERATION, HARE AND UNUSUAL PLANTS AND MINERAL
EXTENSIVE INLAND Marsh, EXCELLENT WILDLIFE HABITAT
OLD QUARY WITH UNUSUAL STONE, LIDO BOAT LIDGE WITH UNUSUAL VEGETATION,
MMADE CANAL PARALLELS BLACKSTONE RIVER, EARLY TRANSPORTATION ROUTE,
EXTENSIVE STATE PARK, HEAVY RECREATIONAL USE, MINERALS AND OTHER NATURAL ART
LARGE GLACIAL STRATIFIED IN BEDROCK
SITE FOR RARE AND UNUSUAL VEGETATION.

EXTENSIVE AND REMOTE FOREST WITH RARE VEGETATION AND MINERAL OUTCROPS
HEMLOCK, TRAILS, AND ROCK OUTCROP ALONG WHITEWATER STRETCH OF RIVER
OLD QUARY WITH UNUSUAL STONE
LARGE GLACIAL ERRATIC RESTING ON LEDGE OUTCROP
LARGE AND UNUSUAL INTRUSIVE FEATURES IN ROADCUT,
LARGE WHITE CEDAR SWAMP WITH SOME OPEN WATER AREAS
UNUSUAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS ALONG RESERVOIR
EASTERN SHORE OF RES, HAS SCENIC AREAS, FALL TREES, KETTLE HOLES
SMALL BROOK AREA HAS WILDLIFE VALUE

LARGE MUNICIPAL PARK WITH GLACIAL LAKES, HEAVY RECREATION
SMALL RAVINE WITH LARGE HEMLOCK AND Beech
SMALL RAVINE WITH LARGE VARIETY OF TREES

SITE FOR UNUSUAL VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE, GLACIAL BOULDER TRAIN
LARGE GLACIAL ERRATIC
GLACIAL ESKER WITH BLACK SPRUCE BOG
HIGHLY SCENIC STRETCH OF MAJOR RIVER SYSTEM
SITE FOR UNUSUAL PLANT, SCENIC BROOK AND WATERFALL
LARGE SWAMP ON QUINAPAUG BROOK THAT CONTAINS BLACK SPRUCE
LARGE ROCK SHELTER IN NATURAL OUTCROP, ARTIFACTS
BEST STAND OF OSTRICHE PERN IN STATE,
VERY DIVERSE BOTANICAL AREA ALONG STREAM

LARGE WHITE OAK TREE
MASSIVE ROCKS AND LEDGES WITH RARE MINERALS, GOOD FOREST
EXTENSIVE GLACIAL ESKER IN LARGE SWAMP
VERY SCENIC BROOK AND WOODLAND SETTING, SITE OF OLD FORGE
R 176 ESCAPE ROAD MARSHES
R 187 FODDERING FARM ROAD MARSHES
R 261 PT. JUDITH POND MUSSEL BED FLATS

NEW SHOREHAM
R 37 NORTH END IF BLOCK ISLAND
R 51 MINNEGAN ALUMS
R 52 ROMAN HOLLOW

NORTH KINGSTOWN
R 70 KETTLE HOLE POND
R 177 TISSELL'S COVE
R 171 SHERMANSTOWN ROAD ESKER
R 172 FERN GLEN
R 239 RHODES SPRING
R 255 GREENE POINT

RICHMOND
R 65 GRASS POND
R 66 DIAMOND POND BOG
R 135 MILLSDALE ROAD BOGS
R 136 WHITE BRICK POND
R 207 JAMES TRAIL
R 212 SHANNON HILL VISTA
R 233 TUG HOLLOW ROCK SHELTER
R 258 MOONSHINE SWAMP

SOUTH KINGSTOWN
R 3 GREAT SWAMP AREA (INCLUDING WOEDEN POND)
R 19 TRUSTIN POND
R 20 TUCKER POND COMPLEX
R 24 GRAPHITE MINE
R 32 FACTORY POND BOG
R 170 HUNDRED ACRE POND AREA
R 100 WOERDEN POND BOG
R 181 BROWN BRICK BOILING SPRING
R 182 SAND TURN ROAD, PITCH PINE BARRENS
R 183 POTTER POND MARSHES
R 184 RTE. 2 HOLLY FOREST
R 185 GREEN HILL POND
R 199 PEETQVAUCOTT ROCK
R 206 SOUTH COUNTY OUTWASH PLAINS
R 220 CARD PONDS
R 235 KINGSTON FAIRGROUNDS SITE

WESTERLY
R 2 MCGowan's SWAMP COMPLEX
R 8 WINNAPOUS POND COMPLEX
R 9 NAPATREE POINT
R 59 PAWTUCKET RIVER COMPLEX
R 167 WEEKAPOUS POINT

EXTENSIVE SALT MARSHLAND AND TIDAL INLET: HEAVY SHELL FISHING
VALUABLE MARSHES AND COVES IN LARGE SALT POND.
EXTENSIVE MUSSEL BED FLATS WITHIN PT. JUDITH POND

AREA SUPPORTS LARGE BIRD POPULATION. SCENIC COASTAL AND GEOLGIC FEATURES.
LARGE STEEP CLIFFS OVERLOOKING OCEAN.
VIEW ACROSS ROMAN HOLLOW FROM CHERRY HILL ROAD.

SPRING FED POND IN SCENIC LOCATION.
SMALL COLD AND MARSHES HEAVILY USED FOR RESEARCH.
EXTENSIVE GLACIAL ESKER IN WOODLAND SETTING.
LARGE VARIETY OF FERN SPECIES IN PATH OF RTE 138
SMALL PICTUREQUES SPRING IN WOODLAND SETTING.
COASTAL MARSH WITHIN A NATURAL CUSP BEACH.

SHALLOW GRASS AND SEDGE POND WITH WHITE CEDAR. WILDLIFE AREA.
SMALL ATTRACTIVE POND WITH QUAKING BOG. UNUSUAL VEGETATION.
SITE FOR TWO UNUSUAL BOGS WITH EDUCATIONAL VALUE.
SCENIC POND. EXCELLENT WILDLIFE HABITAT.
VISTA POINT ALONG SCENIC GRAVEL ROAD.
RURAL PARKLAND COUNTRY PROVIDES GOOD VISTA FROM HILL.
GOOD ROCK SHELTER ALONG HIGHWAY. STATE OWNED.
POND AND MARSH WITH VALUABLE WATERFOWL HABITAT

EXTENSIVE INLAND SWAMP. LARGE POND WITH RARE VEGETATION. JSRYPT NESTS.
LARGE SALT POND. TOTALLY UNDEVELOPED. VALUABLE WILDLIFE AREA.
EXTENSIVE RHODODENDRON STANDS. PONDS. TERMINAL MORAINE AREA.
RARE PLANT SITE IN AN OLD GRAPHITE MINE.
LARGE BOG ON SCENIC POND. UNUSUAL VEGETATION IN BOTH POND AND BOG.
AREA INCLUDES OUTWASH PLAINS, MORAINE, PONDS, CEDAR SWAMPS, GOOD SOILS.
QUAKING BOG IN GLACIAL KETTLE. EDUCATION VALUES.
BOILING SPRING SUPPLIES WATER TO THREE HOUSES.
PITCH PINE STAND ON SAND PLAIN.
LARGE MARSHES AND TIDAL FLATS IN VALUABLE SALT POND.
OAK FOREST WITH EXCESIVE HOLLY UNDERSTORY.
LARGE SALT POND. VALUABLE BIOCLOGICAL AND RECREATIONAL AREA.
LARGE ROCK OUTCROP PROVIDES VISTA OF NARDOW RIVER. HISTORICAL VALUE.
LARGE BUT SCATTERED GLACIAL OUTWASH PLAINS. EXCELLENT AGRICULTURAL SOILS.
SMALL BUT SIGNIFICANT COASTAL PONDS. FINE W ARRIER REACH AND DUNES.
OLD FAIRGROUNDS SITE IS HABITAT FOR UNUSUAL VEGETATION.

EXTENSIVE WHITE CEDAR SWAMP, POND & MARSHES. OSPREY HABITAT.
LARGE POND WITH LARGE MARSH CONTAINING UNUSUAL VEGETATION.
GOOD WILDLIFE HABITAT.
EXTENSIVE SAND SPIT AND DUNE FEATURE. OLD FORT REMAINS.
UNspoiled and undeveloped major river system. HIGH WILDLIFE & RECREATIONAL VALUE.
COASTAL Vista POINT WITH ROCKS AND BEACHES.
R 145 CAMP SHEPARD RESERVATION
R 267 HARRIS POND
R 266 THRESHING 43CK
R 270 NO FORCE RICK

WICANSOCKET
R 142 BOOTH POND
S *********** WASHINGTON COUNTY

CHASTETOWN
R 2 CHARLESTOWN POND COMPLEX
R 6 QUIXOM KNOTTOG POND COMPLEX
R 80 INDIAN CEDAR SWAMP
R 137 ROYAL INDIAN BURIAL GROUND
R 138 DEEP POND
R 139 BURLINGAME STATE PARK
R 140 CRYING STONES
R 141 SHANNOCK PITCH PINE STAND

EXETER
R 23 TEEFT MILL TRAIL
R 122 SALT PETER SPRING
R 156 QUEEN'S FIST
R 157 MT. TOM AREA
R 153 WOLF ROCK AREA
R 155 TEN RIO ROAD
R 161 SCHOOL LAWN ROAD BOG
R 164 BREAKHEART BROOK TRAILS
R 165 SUMMIT ROAD KAMP
R 190 TEN RIO ROAD SPRING
R 228 UTEMPLE BROOK AREA
R 234 DEEP POND, EXETER
R 241 THE LEDGES
R 254 LOCKE SWAMP
R 259 FISHERVILLE BROOK

HIPKINION
R 1 LELL POND/LONG POND COMPLEX
R 67 CASSIS POND
R 94 YAGGOD SCOUT RESERVATION
R 177 TIMOGAUG VALLEY
R 178 TIMOGAUG ROCK SHELTER
R 230 ASHLVILLE FALLS

NARRAGANSETT
R 4 PETTAQUAMSCUTT RIVER COMPLEX
R 173 BLACK POINT, NARRAGANSETT
R 174 ROCKET POINT

YMCA CAMP WITH SCENIC PONDS, SMALL GORGE, AND WATERFALL.
EXTENSIVE CEDAR SWAMP ALONG REAPER BROOK
SMALL POND WITH UNUSUAL PLANT & WILDLIFE VALUE
LARGE ROCK UTILIZED IN YEARS PAST TO THRESH GRAINS
EXTENSIVE LEDGE OUTCROPS AND RICH WOODLAND VEGETATION

SMALL UNDEVELOPED AND PICTURESQUE POND IN URBAN AREA

LARGEST SALT POND IN ST. EXEN BEACH, M ARSHES, OYSTERS AND BLUE CRAB SPAWNE LARGE SALT POND, WITH MARSHES, BARRIER BEACH, VERY BIOLOGICALLY PRODUCTIVE.
EXTENSIVE AND REMOTE SWAMP WITH WHITE CEDAR SITE OF ROYAL INDIAN BURIAL GROUND
SCENIC POND, TOTALLY UNDEVELOPED, UNUSUAL VEGETATION.
LARGE STATE CAMPING AREA, UNUSUAL VEGETATION, WILDLIFE HABITAT NARRAGANSETT INDIAN HEADQUARTERS, UNUSUAL SPRING, ROCKS, AND LEGENDS.
PURE STAND OF PITCH PINE ON A NATURAL SAND PLAIN

FINE EXAMPLE OF MIXED MESOPHYTIC FOREST.
TRAIL SYSTEM ALONG SHORE OF POND, BOULDER TRAINS AND VISTA POINT.
SMALL BOILING SPRING WITH REPORTEDLY UNUSUAL MINERAL CONTENT IN WATER
MASSIVE GLACIAL BOULDER TRAIN, INDIAN FORTIFICATION.
LARGE ROCK OUTCROPS ON HIGH HILL, TRAILS AND VISTA.
VERY DIVERSE BOTANICAL AREA, HIGH INSTRUCTIONAL USE.
LARGE WHITE CEDAR SWAMP
WELL DEVELOPED BOG IN A GLACIAL KETTLE
PICTURESQUE BROOKSIDE TRAIL SYSTEM IN RICH WOODED
c developers GLACIAL KAME WITH TRAILS
SMALL PICTURESQUE ROADSIDE SPRING
SCENIC BROOKLEY
SCENIC POND WITH WHITE CEDAR SWAMP, LEDGES, MILL SITE.
HIGH STEEP LEDGE OUTCROPS IN HEAVY WOODED RECREATION AREA.
OENSE, ALMOST IMPENETRABLE SWAMP ALONG QUEEN'S RIVER
FINE STAND OF RHODODENDRON, LAUREL, & INK BERRY

PART OF ANC TRAIL, ROCK OUTCROPS, HEMLOCK, RHODODENDRON AND QUAKING BIRD PONDS
LARGE SHALLOW POND, EXCELLENT WATERSFORD HABITAT
LARGE BOY SCOUT CAMP WITH SEVERAL INDIVIDUAL NATURAL FEATURES
HIGHLY SCENIC FARMLAND COMMUNITY WITH MANY VISTA POINTS
SERIES OF ROCK SHELTERS AND CAVES, INDIAN ARTIFACTS.
SMALL BROOK WITH FALLS OVER LEDGE OUTCROP, TRAIL.

INLAND ASH OF THE SEA, WITH MARSHES, SPANNING GROUNDS, AND DEEP ANODIC BASIN
VAST SCENIC OUTCROP OF NARRAGANSETT BAY GRANITE
ROCK OUTCROPS WITH MUCH FOLDING AND UPLIFTING, PEGMATITE VEIN.
168 MASTJET BROOK AREA
169 WESTERLY GRANITE QUARRIES
251 RABBIT HILL
252 LITTLE MASCHAUG POND
6 ********** OFF-SHORE COUNTY

SCITUATF

R 301 NEBRASKA SHOALS
OFF-SHORE

R 297 NARRAGANSETT BAY SKYLINE
R 272 ANANAN CLIFFS
R 273 WEST PASSAGE
R 274 MT. HOPE BAY
R 275 CONIMIGUT POINT TO ROCKY POINT
R 276 GOULD ISLAND-EAST PASSAGE
R 277 DUTCHE ISLAND HARBOR
R 278 PINE HILL COVE
R 279 RIVER LEDGE
R 280 WHALE ROCK
R 281 BRETON REEF
R 282 ELBOW LEDGE-CORMORANT ROCK
R 283 AUSTIN HOLLOW
R 284 JONES LEDGE
R 285 BONNET POINT
R 286 NORTH END JAMESTOWN
R 287 WARRICK PT., CHANNEI
R 288 OHIO LEDGE
R 289 HALFWAY ROCK
R 290 SEAPONET TO FOGLAND
R 291 KICKAMUIE RIVER
R 292 TIDE POOLS
R 293 CASEY PT. TO JAMESTOWN BRIDGE
R 294 GREENE PT. TO ROME PT.
R 295 FOX ISLAND TO MOUTH OF COVE (BISSEL'S)
R 296 HALFWAY LEDGE
R 297 REEFS BETWEEN WATCH HILL AND FISHERS ISLAND
R 298 NAPREE POINT OFFSHORE
R 299 OCEAN QUAGUAH GROUND
R 300 PAGUATUCK RIVER
R 302 DEEP HOLE
R 303 BLOCK ISLAND NORTH REEF
R 304 BLOCK ISLAND SOUTH
R 305 NATHAN COVE - THE BROTHERS
R 306 GREEN HILL, BROWN HILL REEFS, CHAS. BREACH
R 307 COX LEDGE
R 308 PETTLA/HAMSCTT RIVER (ALSO R - 4)

SMALL SCENIC BROOK
SITE OF STONE CALLED WESTERLY GRANITE. MINERALS
AREA IS KNOWN NESTING SITE FOR TURKEY VULTURES.
AREA CONTAINS OSPREY NESTING SITE.

SCITUATF

R 301 NEBRASKA SHOALS
HEAVILY USED SPORT FISHING SITE.

R 297 NARRAGANSETT BAY SKYLINE
R 272 ANANAN CLIFFS
R 273 WEST PASSAGE
R 274 MT. HOPE BAY
R 275 CONIMIGUT POINT TO ROCKY POINT
R 276 GOULD ISLAND-EAST PASSAGE
R 277 DUTCHE ISLAND HARBOR
R 278 PINE HILL COVE
R 279 RIVER LEDGE
R 280 WHALE ROCK
R 281 BRETON REEF
R 282 ELBOW LEDGE-CORMORANT ROCK
R 283 AUSTIN HOLLOW
R 284 JONES LEDGE
R 285 BONNET POINT
R 286 NORTH END JAMESTOWN
R 287 WARRICK PT., CHANNEI
R 288 OHIO LEDGE
R 289 HALFWAY ROCK
R 290 SEAPONET TO FOGLAND
R 291 KICKAMUIE RIVER
R 292 TIDE POOLS
R 293 CASEY PT. TO JAMESTOWN BRIDGE
R 294 GREENE PT. TO ROME PT.
R 295 FOX ISLAND TO MOUTH OF COVE (BISSEL'S)
R 296 HALFWAY LEDGE
R 297 REEFS BETWEEN WATCH HILL AND FISHERS ISLAND
R 298 NAPREE POINT OFFSHORE
R 299 OCEAN QUAGUAH GROUND
R 300 PAGUATUCK RIVER
R 302 DEEP HOLE
R 303 BLOCK ISLAND NORTH REEF
R 304 BLOCK ISLAND SOUTH
R 305 NATHAN COVE - THE BROTHERS
R 306 GREEN HILL, BROWN HILL REEFS, CHAS. BREACH
R 307 COX LEDGE
R 308 PETTLA/HAMSCTT RIVER (ALSO R - 4)

THE NATURAL SKYLINE AS VIEWED FROM NARRAGANSETT BAY
RUGGED UNDERWATER TOPOGRAPHY - JAGGED EDGES - STRIPED BASS GROUNDS.
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